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Reasons to Love New York #48. Because a Single Block in Chelsea Is Becoming an Architectural Wonderland. By Justin Davidson -- High Line; Frank Gehry; Annabelle Selldorf; Shigeru Ban; Jean Nouvel image - New York Magazine

2007: Architecture and design: St Pancras is a real beauty but 2012 could get ugly; the best architecture was to be found in modest buildings, and a certain seamliness is now fashionable; showboating egos look dated... though a trend towards meretricious self-indulgence continues. By Stephen Bayley -- Richard Rogers; Norman Foster; Michael Hopkins; Frank Gehry; Eric Parry; Denton Corker Marshall; Feilden Clegg Bradley; Jean Nouvel - Guardian (UK)

Sustainable Sites Initiative Draws Enthusiastic Media Response: January 11, 2008, is the deadline for initial feedback... to create first-ever comprehensive voluntary rating system for sustainable site development of all sizes, with or without buildings. - American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA)

Welcome to the Neighborhoods: Jones Lang Lasalle Americas Headquarters... addresses corporate agility through space planning... -- IA Interior Architects images - ArchNewsNow

-- SANAA: New Museum, New York, NY
-- Competition winner: Coop Himmelblau: Center of Performing Arts, Zarautz, Spain
-- The Architect's Studio: I.M. Pei Concept Sketches: Musée d'Art Moderne
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